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Winnis Baker’s Memoirs inspired this Collection. The stories and pictures were submitted by
many people and their writing has been respected. For some schools there is no information
and it is hoped that in the future, more history can be added at any time.
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EDUCATION PEACE RIVER NORTH SD #60
This Collection follows the format that Winnis Baker used in her Memoirs.
It will encourage information to be added in the future.
The Collection was compiled with support from
School District #60,
the Fort St. John Museum, and
the Peace River North Teachers’ Association.
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This Collection
Is
Dedicated to

WINNIS BAKER
Without her book and dedication to finding information, this project would
not have been possible. Winnis had a vision and we hope that we have
captured what she began.
While working on the collection, we marvelled at the detail that Winnis
was able to find over the years.
When we (the Peace River North Teachers’ Association) talked about this
project, we never dreamt that it would lead us to learn about so many
schools, a rich history, interesting people, and stories.

The memories remain.
While working with Winnis’ information, we tried to retain the integrity of
her work and hope that her hard work has been presented as she would
have wanted. Her notes are sometimes retyped but mainly they have been
scanned as written. While reading Winnis’ research, one realizes how
lucky we are to have such a comprehensive and thorough history.
Although many schools were amalgamated, every school has been given
its own space as each one was unique in the community.
We know that sometimes the stories, spelling or grammer would change
but the memories did not.
History is rich in memories and is in the eye of the beholder or writer
working with the information of the day.
This collection is a work in progress!
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Connections Make It Happen
Education in Peace River North School District #60 (SD #60) has a long proud
history. This collection is also dedicated to the men and women who made
education a priority. They made sure that their children had an education and
provided the community with a place to gather.
With the help from the The North Peace Historical Society & The Fort St. John
North Peace Museum, discussions with former teachers and Staff, as well as
Winnis Bakers’ Fond (resources) and Brian Low’s comprehensive rural school
history, we have attempted to collect as much historical information as possible.
The book is made so that stories and new information can be added. Thank you
to everyone who contributed stories, pictures, and support.
To learn more about schools in this area, feel free to visit our archives and read
more in the Winnis Baker School Fonds. (personal papers and memorabilia
donated to the Museum). Winnis’ information can be found for each school, just
as she wrote it, usually in pencil! As well, there is a copy of school report
submitted to the School District and the Ministry of Education.
We apologize in advance for any errors or ommissions. To honour our writers,
we have not changed the format or wording of their submissions. We also
encouraged anyone with a story to add it to our collection. More stories can be
added at anytime.
Through out the book, you will find stories, scanned copies of old documents,
pictures from the past, and assorted information.
Thank you for this opportunity to present this collection and know that you will
find the stories and pictures interesting. Enjoy these pictures from the wonderful
display at the Fort St. John Museum.
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Farm machinery companies
would often provide notebooks
or scribblers for the students.
This was one way of
advertising their machinery.
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EDUCATION PEACE RIVER NORTH SCHOOL DISTRICT #60
A heartfelt thank you to everyone who contributed stories, pictures, and support
while we collected information for this book. Stories were not edited but
presented as written and pictues were included as submitted. There are gaps in
the information which can be added at any time. We apologize in advance for
an errors or omissions in credits for pictures or stories.
Pictures and stories make up a very vibrant history of education in our
community. Without Winnis Bakers’ vision, this dream would not have
been achievable.
Thank you Winnis for your work in the original collection.
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Support Staff – United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
– later years CUPE
Schools Information – From The Past (1920)
Peace River Schools Government Bulletin #25
Education of Canada January 1919
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Timeline of Schools
Land owned by SD #60
Map
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Christian Life
Clayhust
Clayton
Clearview
CM Finch
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Dr. Kearney
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Fish Creek Community School
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Forfar
Fort St. John Central
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Pine View
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Pink Mountain
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Stories From the Past
Winnis Baker
Our Heritage – Rural Schools by Brian Low
Our Heritage –Histories of Pine View Schools 1931-1954
Clayhurst School
Mary Webb-Andres by Grandson Wade Kelly
School Memories by Janice McNight (nee Welsh)
Memories – Jeanne E. Callison Pustanyk Roberts
Austin Neithercut – Charlie Lake
Eugene Forester by Marjorie Lutz-Turner
Memories by June (Jackson-Davidson) Oley
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Larry Evans
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School Dorms
Write-up from 1953
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Ken Jeannotte
Connie Thompson
Dave Constable
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and History of Teacher Education in BC
Elementary Teacher Training History by Leah-Fay Abel –
Page
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A Little History by Dave Constable
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PEACE RIVER
NORTH
TEACHERS’
ASSOCIATION
PRNTA
HISTORY
Founded
November 8, 1947
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SNIPPETS:
1959 - 1960

Amy Cosens
In the 50’s, Peace River North and Peace River South used to
get together to have meetings.
Peace Pedagogical Prattle was written by Ruth Ann SenzDarnall and Noella DeWitt.

In the late sixties in order to be recognized as having a year's experience to
advance on the salary grid one had to teach for eight months in the year. After
SFU student teaching for four months and then getting a position for 6 months,
we did not have a year's experience for teaching.
After discussing this with Bill McColl, who was PRNTA president at the time, he
got the school district to agree that SFU student teachers who were there in the
fall then were employed from Jan to June, they would be recognized, in the
district, as having a year's experience for salary purposes. That was significant
dollars until one hit maximum for years’ experience!
1960 - 1961

G.H. Cockburn

1961 - 1962

J.C. McMillan

1962 - 1963

Frank Martens

1963 - 1964

Ruthann Darnall

1964 - 1965

David Pritchard

1965 - 1966

Austin Raham

1966 - 1968

Ken Davies

1968 - 1969

C.G. Adlard

1969- 1970

Greg Lindsay

1969 - 1970

Austin Raham - Austin was also the Bargaining
Chairperson the year before.
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1970

Indexing of pensions was a major issue. The teachers who
had retired in previous years would never see an increase.
The BCTF and the locals began a campaign to improve
pensions for those who went before and for future
generations.
Their efforts culminated in a province-wide one-day strike on
March 19, 1971, the first province-wide teachers' strike in
BCTF history--to focus public attention on the plight of the
retired teachers. Despite all the efforts, the government made
no change in its legislation. The BCTF continued its efforts to
improve the pensions of retired teachers and to improve the
pensions' prospects of ''short service'' (fewer than 30 years of
pensionable service) teachers.

1970 - 1971

Doug Allen
In the late sixties in order to be recognized as having a year's
experience to advance on the salary grid one had to teach for
eight months in the year. After SFU student teaching for four
months and then getting a position for 6 months, we did not
have a year's experience for teaching. After discussing this
with Bill McColl, who was PRNTA president at the time, he got
the School District to agree that SFU student teachers who
were there in the fall then were employed from Jan to June,
they would be recognized, in the district, as having a year's
experience for salary purposes. That was significant dollars
until one hit maximum for years' experience!

1971 - 1972

Ernie Reimer
Active teachers all over the province supported the
Federation's efforts to win additional benefits for the retired
teachers.

1972 - 1973

W.E. McColl

1973 - 1974

V. Brian Low
Brian was also the Bargaining Chair in 1970-71, Local
Association Representative for 2 years.
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1974 - 1975

Bruce Chisholm

1976 - 1977

W.H. (Bill) Sutton

1977 - 1978

Lawrence Greef

1978 - 1979

Jane Haugen
There is a story or legend, about Greg Lindsay leading the
pitchfork -or daybook- wielding masses to the board office.)

1980 - 1981

Ann McColl

1981 - 1983

Bruce Cummings
I had 20% release time, but I had to book it off, arrange for a
TOC and of course had no office. I was LAR for a while after
that but I don’t remember what years, but it included the year
we unionized (1987).

1983 - 1984

Bruce Chisholm was president in when Operation
Solidarity had us out on the picket lines.

1984 - 1987

Lorraine Walsh
The PRNTA voted to certify ‘without dissent’. Although there
were teachers who did not want to join a union, they respected
the decision and supported their colleagues. These teachers
were considered grandfathered members.

1987

Administrators or Principals left the BCTF and the PRNTA.

1987 - 1988

Greg Haines became the first President to have any
designated release time for PRNTA duties.

1988 - 1992

Ellen Ellis
Longest strike in BC and almost in Canada

1991 – August ** A little History by Little Davy Constable” can be found in the
Appendices detailing the longest teacher strike in BC.
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The PRNTA Bargaining team was led by Jim Buck, the PRNTA
Bargaining Chair, Ellen Ellis, PRNTA President, Doug Ouellette,
Intermediate Teacher, Carol Tahsuda, Primary Teacher, Michele Wiebe,
ESL Teacher, Dave Constable, Jr. Secondary Teacher, and Shelene
Steffenson, Primary Facilitator. The teachers of Peace River
North persevered through the longest teacher strike in BC and almost
Canada. It was with the PRNTA’ Bargaining Team’s guidance and the
strength of teachers that we were able to achieve a collective agreement.
January 1990
Teachers ratified the Bargaining Team and objectives. Alan Francis
hired by the Board to bargain for them.

was

May – November 1990
Bargaining packages were exchanged. Many meetings were cancelled by
the Board. Abe Unruh, the Chair of the Boards’ Bargaining Team had to
run for reelection.
January 1991 – May 1991
The Board goes to the Press. Shenanigans continued. The Board sends a
bargaining package to each member. The PRNTA takes a strike vote with
over 75% in favour.
May 8, 1991 Day One of Strike
May 16, 1991
Board’s offer rejected and the PRNTA requested mediation which was
refused.
June 12, 1991
The Board agrees to go to mediation with Vince Ready.
June 16, 1991
Vince Ready sends us all home.
June 19, 1991
Industrial Relations Commission sent letter stating that all members had to
vote on the package. Industrial Relations Commissions are government
courts or tribunal set up by a state or country to regulate and adjudicate
on employment and industrial issues between employees and
employers.
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June 26, 1991
The IRC supervised vote on the Board’s offere was rejected by a 77%
vote.
June 28, 1991
Ed Peck states that Darwin Benson would be meeting with the Board and
the PRNTA.
July 2, 1991
Request sent to Jim Rabbitt requesting an appointment of a commission
under Section 122 of the Industrial Relations Act.
July 10, 1991
Survey sent to teachers by the Board.
July 12, 1991
Ron Buckhorn from Labour Relations was to meet with us.
July 23, 1991
Ron Buckhorn recommends that there be an appointment of an Industrial
Inquiry Commission.
July 30, 1991
The Minister of Labour, James Rabbitt and Ron Buckhorn met in Victoria.
August 6, 1991
Jim Buck, Dave Constable, and Margaret Little met with Hon. James
Rabbitt for information on the process of mediation with Allan Hope.
August 13, 1991
We begin working with Alan Hope.
August 15, 1991
A letter of understanding was signed detailing Interim Class Size
Provisions. Teachers were more concerned about class size than wages.
September 1991
School opens as teachers accept the conditions of the interim class size.
September 24, 1991
A collective agreement was signed after the longest strike in BC and
almost Canada.
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1991 - 1992

Ellen Ellis became the first full time President

1992 - 2002

Margaret Little
Kari Simpson came to town in the worst Town Hall
meeting that one can ever imagine.
Margaret was also on the BCTF Executive for 6 years.

2003 - 2005

Carol Tahsuda

2005 - 2012

Andy Sears

2012 - 2022

Michele Wiebe

PRNTA Executive Members from the past but not a complete list
Harvey Harrison
Jim Andrews
Doug Boyd
Ken Tontsch
Vern Williams
Ralph Bradbury
Peace River North #60 Local Presidents – From BCTF Archives
2020-2021
2019-2020
2018-2019
2017-2018
2016-2017
2015-2016
2014-2015
2013-2014
2012-2013
2011-2012
2010-2011
2009-2010
2008-2009
2007-2008
2006-2007
2005-2006
2004-2005
2003-2004
2002-2003
2001-2002
2000-2001
1999-2000
1998-1999

Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Michele Wiebe
Andy Sears
Andy Sears
Andy Sears
Andy Sears
Andy Sears
Andy Sears
Andy Sears
Carol Tahsuda
Carol Tahsuda
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
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1997-1998
1996-1997
1995-1996
1994-1995
1993-1994
1992-1993
1991-1992
1990-1991
1989-1990
1988-1989
1987-1988
1986-1987
1985-1986
1984-1985
1983-1984
1982-1983
1981-1982
1980-1981
1979-1980
1978-1979
1977-1978
1976-1977
1975-1976
1974-1975
1973-1974
1972-1973
1971-1972
1970-1971
1969-1970
1968-1969
1967-1968
1966-1967
1965-1966
1964-1965
1963-1964
1962-1963
1961-1962
1960-1961
1959-1960

Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Margaret Little
Ellen Ellis
Ellen Ellis
Ellen Ellis
Ellen Ellis
Greg Haines
Lorraine Walsh
Lorraine Walsh
Lorraine Walsh
Bruce Chisholm
Bruce Cummings
Bruce Chisholm
Ann McColl
Bruce Chisholm
Jane Haugen
Lawrence Greef
Bruce Chisholm
W.H. (Bill) Sutton
Bruce Chisholm
V. Brian Low
W.E. McColl
E.M. Reimer
Douglas J. Allen
Gregory Lindsay
C.G. Adlard
Kenneth Davies
Ken Davies
Austin Raham
David Pritchard
Ruthann Darnall
Frank Martens
J.C. McMillan
G.H. Cockburn
Amy Cosens
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Dates to remember:
1973

Pension Strike to have pensions indexed to the cost of living

1983

Solidarity Strike in all of BC

1987

Provincial Government passes Bill to remove Principals from the
Union. The Peace River North Teachers’ Association vote to join the
Union with a few members being grandfathered.

1991

Peace River North had the Longest Strike in BC and almost Canada

2020

COVID
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Jim Buck was the PRNTA Bargaining Chair in 1991 and was instrumental
in achieving many of the working and especially learning conditions for
teachers and students in SD #60. Written by Rick Koechl.
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From Ellen Ellis, President, Peace River North Teachers’ Association,
1991
Peace River North says "Thanks, colleagues," On behalf of the teachers of
Peace River North, thank you to teachers around the province who extended
their support during our strike.
The support we received was exceptional. Executive members and local
presidents from around the province joined our members on the picket lines with
words of encouragement; messages of support appeared daily In the strike
office and In the Picket Line News -,donuts from Peace River South and Fort
Nelson kept us well fed; and the financial contributions from teachers around
the province reaffirmed we were not alone in our determination to achieve a fair
collective agreement.
Donations from locals were matched by a grant from the BCTF. In addition to
strike pay each teacher received $1700 In support. Our members appreciated
the efforts of BCTF staff: Kit Krieger in getting our message out and of Shirley
Cox In getting our strike-pay cheques to us. Jim Caldwell was here on May 7,
when we said "No more!" and he was still here supporting us 102 days later
when we settled. His support, ideas, and determination encouraged us to
persevere.
Teachers in Peace River North have a much deeper understanding of the
strength of a union. To each of you we extend our thanks. Ellen Ellis PRNTA
President BCTF president applauds members!
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“GRIEVANCE”
Author unknown

“The school and teacher both agreed,
And both were very wise,
That five and twenty children
Make a class of ideal size.
“But when the class assembled,
Came three enrollees late,
And the twenty-five ideal
Became, of course, twenty-eight
“There followed, then a crisis,
Its boundaries out of reach,
Because of this violation
The teacher couldn’t teach.
“She filed a formal grievance,
And the principal wrung his hands
While the Association gathered
In solemn, long-faced bands.
“The superintendent was confronted
And requested to explain,
Why such evil was permitted
In Democracy’s good name.
“His reply was not sufficient,
And all thought it most ill
That he blamed this dire condition
On non-users of the Pill.
“The Board was called in session,
And met throughout the night’
But could arrive at no decision
Which would dissipate their plight.
“Finders were consulted
To elicit all the facts,
And came up with an answer
Which wouldn’t raise the tax.
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“Their task became dilemma.
And their efforts went for naught
Of one thing only they were certain,
The twenty-eight could not be taught.
“One recourse was left for action,
Regardless of the like
To retain professional dignity
The teachers went on strike.
“The effects on Education
The parties all did rue,
But pray, what might have happened
Had that class been twenty-two?”
June 16, 2014 Speech given to PRNTA Members by Margaret Little
Good morning,
Not in my wildest dreams, did I think that I would find myself here, reliving 1991
yet again. In January, 1968, I started my teaching career at Robert Ogilvie. It
was an exciting day because I truly wanted to make a difference. That is why
we become teachers.
However, I quickly learned that support for students and class size was not
always available - no money - sound familiar!!! My first contract was two pages
long!! Not much in it except salary and terms of employment. The first
paycheck was about $700 per month!
Each year, teachers in Peace River North would go cap in hand to their
employer seeking a raise and improvements to our working conditions. It was
never just about money. Our requests included learning and working conditions
for teachers as well as our students.
The highlight of negotiations was when the mandatory resignation for teachers
who were having a baby was removed. Yes, the rule in 1968, if you were
pregnant, you had no choice but to resign. Having a united front made the
difference.
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Every benefit in our current collective agreement has been earned. The PRNTA
under the umbrella of the BCTF has a proud history of negotiation. Our chart
shows the improvements over the years. But 1991 was the turning point.
Teachers here made a stand to gain class size and composition language,
salary, as well as improvements to our working conditions. It was never just
about money but rather learning and working conditions for our students and
ourselves.
Why did we stand firm on class size and composition? Because too many
teachers like me were fed the corporate line and knew that there had to be a
better way.
I always supported the PRNTA/BCTF but true involvement in the PRNTA truly
began when I was told that I would be getting just one more student in my class.
I lost that battle but made up my mind that it would be the last time. I was told
that I was such a great teacher and could always handle just one more!!
My answer to that was - yes and what about the 29 Grade Ones that I already
have? What about the child who needs extra special attention because there
are family problems? What about the child with hearing problems, or the one
who has difficulty seeing? Or what about the children who are slipping through
the cracks? The corporate answer would always be there is no money - money
was used for other needs but not those for the children in the classroom.
1991 was a very difficult year for teachers in Peace River North but with the
support of our BCTF, we managed to get an agreement. Not perfect but way
better than it had been. As Strike Coordinator, it was a privilege to be involved
with our Negotiation Team. Working long hours into the night, preparing
arguments, and wearing a brave face when faced with adversity while forever
pushing working and learning conditions of students and teachers. Today, just
like our '91 team, our BCTF team is working hard on our behalf. Having been on
the BCTF Executive myself, I know what struggles they are having as well.
Decisions, past, present, and future are not made without debate and much
soul-searching.
This has been and is a difficult time knowing that we have to make such a
political stand. My heart went out to you on Thursday as you left your
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classrooms. It is hard to walk that picket line, hear the nasty comments, see the
gestures, but the time has come to make that stand.
Thank you for giving me time to speak to you today. It has been a privilege to be
with you as we support our team and each other. No matter how hard the next
little while will be, standing together, we will make a difference for our future
students, teachers, and ourselves.
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2018, Michelle Wiebe, PRNTA
President and Margaret Little
past PRNTA President with a
chart showing the gains that
have been achieved for
members through collective
bargaining.
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Fast Forward to 2022:
As we gather information for this “Collection” we realize how important our
history of education in Peace River North really is. There are so many avenues
to explore and we challenge the next generation to continue “collecting!’
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